
MEMORANDUM REGARDING PGGE'S DUTY TO SERVE NCPA
UNDER THE STANISLAUS COMMITMENTS

PGaE's position with respect to its longstanding refusal

to interconnect with NCPA pursuant to the Stanislaus Commitments

is that those Commitments do not obligate it to do anything unless

and until NCPA agrees to the specific terms of an Interconnection

Agreement entirely satisfactory to PGS.E. In essence, PGaE claims

that a Neighboring Entity's agreement to an Interconnection Agree-

ment completely satisfactory to PGsE is a condition precedent to

PGSE's duty to perform under the Commitments. The Company's

position makes a mockery of the Commitments and of its license

from this Commission. This is especially true since some of the

terms of the "agreement" upon which it insists are inconsistent

with the license conditions themselves. PGaE's position also mis-

apprehends both the nature of antitrust provisions included in a

license to operate or construct a nuclear power plant and a

licensee's obligation to abide by license conditions imposed by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC").

PG&E's obligation to abide by the terms of the

Stanislaus Commitments (the Diablo Canyon license conditions) is

not open to question. A licensee's failure to abide by license

conditions is a violation for which the NRC may revoke or modify

the license, or impose civil penalties upon the licensee. 1/

Section 186(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 52236(a),

1/ Section 186(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. f2236(a),
grants the Commission continuing authority over licensees and
vests it with the authority to revoke a license as a sanction for
violation of any term or condition of the license or of the terms
of the statute or any regulation of the Commission. 42 U.S.C.
52282 authorizes the Commission to impose civil penalties for such
violations.
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invests the Commission with a continuing "police" power over the

activities of its licensees and provides it with the authority to

take remedial action if the license is being used to restrain
trade. See Cities of Statesville v. Atomic Ener Commission,

441 F.2d 962, 974 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

The Stanislaus Commitments were imposed by the

Commission as conditions of PGaE's licenses to construct and

operate the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant as the result of an

agreement between PGGE and the Justice Department. The Department

had concluded that the grant to PGaE of a license to construct and

operate a nuclear power plant would raise serious antitrust issues

and that a full antitrust hearing pursuant to Section 105(c) of

the Act would be necessary unless PGGE agreed to accept certain
license conditions designed, as PGGE and the Department

represented,,to prevent practices inconsistent with the antitrust
laws. 1/ The presumption of this Commission is that antitrust
license conditions must be effective to rectify at least the

anticompetitive situations which they address. See In the Matter

of Toledo Edison Com an and Cleveland Electric Illuminatin
~Compan (Davis-Bassa Nuclear Power Station Units l, 2 and 3),
ALAB-560, 10 N.R.C. 265, 292 (1979) ("Davis-Besse" ) . In imposing

1/ The NRC instituted an antitrust review pursuant to Section
105(c) of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 52135(c), despite the
existence of the Commitments. Pacific Gas 6 Electric Company
(Stanislaus Nuclear Project, Unit 1), NRC Docket No. P-564A,
"Memorandum and Order," issued April 18, 1977. PGaE's motion to
terminate the Stanislaus antitrust proceeding by withdrawal of its
license application ~s pending.
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certain antitrust conditions on the applicant's license in the

Davis-Besse proceeding, the NRC presumed that the
applicants'ompliance

with a request authorized by those license conditions

would be mandatory. Denial of such a request would be allowed

only "[i]fcompliance with a request authorized by one of the

license conditions would'ause extreme hardship." Id. at 398.

Such a denial would only be authorized where the applicants

applied to the Licensing Board for relief from granting the

request. In addition, the Commission emphasized that, during

review of any application to deny a request authorized by the

license conditions, "the burden will be on the applicants to

demonstrate a right to relief." Id.
PGaE's obligation to abide by its license conditions is

in one sense contractual in character, and PGGE is certainly as

bound to abide by those conditions as it should be bound to abide

by provisions of its contracts with private entities. However,

PGt'E's obligation to abide by the conditions of its Diablo Canyon

license is more than a mere contractual obligation. The grant of

a license to construct or operate a nuclear power plant is a-grant

to utilize resources and technology developed by public funds and

is therefore a grant to use a public resource. See Davis-Besse,

10 N.R.C. at 271-72; see also In the Matter of Consumers Power

~Com an, ALAB-452, 6 N.R.C.'92, 897 (1977) .
1It is well established that licensees of public

resources are properly held to higher standards of conduct than
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other regulated entities. Those requesting the privilege of using

unique and scarce public resources must be willing to uphold their
obligations under the Act that grants that privilege. This js
true whether the grant is one to utilize publicly developed

nuclear resources, 1/ federally-owned water resources, 2/ or

federally-controlled radio frequencies. 3/ In each case, special

obligations are imposed upon licensees as "trustees of a scarce

public resource." 4/

1/ In the Davis-Besse case, the NRC noted that its authority to
impose antitrust conditions "reflects congressional recognition of
the fact that the nuclear industry is in great measure the product
of public funds, having originated as a government monopoly."
Davis-Besse, 10 N.R.C. at 271-72.

2/ In Alabama Power Commission v. FPC, 128 F.2d 280 (D.C. Cir.),
cert. denied, 317 U.S. 652 (1942), the court emphasized the
special nature of the obligation imposed on licensees to use
scarce federal water resources. The court stated:

Aside from the statute [the Federal Water Power Act, 16
U.S.C. 5791 et sece.], there is no right to engage in such
activity. The grant of such privileges may be made subject
to conditions appropriate to safeguard the interest of the
public. Having received its license subject to such
conditions, and enjoying such privileges as it does, subject
to the severe limitations of the statute, the Company cannot
shuck off its obligations as a licensee and set itself.up in
another capacity, or avoid the comprehensive and inclusive
powers of the Commission.

128 F.2d at 293 (footnotes omitted) .

3/ In Leflore Broadcastin Co., Inc. v. FCC, 636 F. 2d 454 (D.C.
Cir. 1980) the court emphasized that: "the FCC would be derelictif it did not hold broadcasters to 'high standards of

punctilio,'iven

the special status of licensees as trustees of a scarce
public resource." 636 F.2d at 461 (footnotes omitted).
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The Stanislaus Commitments (Diablo Canyon License

Commitments) are not, by their terms, as permissive as PGGE

appears to believe. While it has long been obvious to NCPA that

PGsE believed itself under no obligation sexiously to attempt to

comply with its license conditions, and this is now confirmed by

PGaE counsel, PGSE itself has previously avoided such unequivocal

statements.

PGaE relies for its assessment that its license

conditions impose no obligation upon the terms of Section VII.A,
t

f

and the like. That Section provides:

"Applicant shall transmit power pursuant
to interconnection agreements..."

Thus, PGGE argues, if there is no interconnection agreement
$ 1

satisfactory 'to it, it has no obligation to transmit power. There

are several problems with this analysis. Preliminarily, we note

that the April 30, l976, letter from John F. Bonner to Honorable

Thomas E. Kauper, Esq., transmitting PGaE's acquiescence in the

Stanislaus Commitments, noted that PGsE anticipated that the

Department of Justice would advise the NRC that "these conditions

will remedy the situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws which the Department perceives to exist." One might assume/

from this, that Mr. Bonner, at least, anticipated that the

Commitments imposed some obligation. In addition, Mr. Bonner

recognized that:
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"the inclusion in the commitments of
limited exceptions to PGands's general
commitment to transmit power in no way
exempts PGandE from any legal requirementit may have under statutes other than
Section 105c to transmit power in
circumstances where such transmission
would not be re uired under the

commitments'�
"

(Emphasis added). Mr. Bonner went on to note:

"We understand that should PGandE refuse
in the future to transmit power in circum-
stances where the commitments do not
require it to transmit power, the
Department reserves the right to bring
legal action in an appropriate forum

(Emphasis added). Thus, the then-management of PGaE appeared t'o

be of the view that the Commitments did indeed require it to

transmit power on something more than a voluntary basis.

The May 5, 1976, transmittal letter from the Department

of Justice to this Commission noted'that:
"The Department believes [that the
statement of Commitments] will obviate
the antitrust problems posed by PG&E's
activities and ... will remedy the
situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws which we believe has existed in
Northern and Central California."

Mr. Kauper went on to note that:
"In our opinion, the effectuation of the
Commitments will moot the questions of
anticompetitive conduct by PGaE which
have come to our attention. The
implementation of these policies should
provide competitors of Applicant with
reasonable opportunities to develop
competitive bulk power supply sources."
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Thus, it would appear that iver. Kauper, for the Department of

Justice, was also of the view that the Commitments envisioned

something other than actions which PGGE might, or might not,

voluntarily choose to take. Thus, it is clear that both parties

to the negotiation of the Commitments represented them as imposing

obligatory conditions.

Nor is PGaE's reading of the Commitments merely as

voluntary a fair one. Section II.A provides, in mandatory terms:

"Applicant shall not unreasonabl refuse
to interconnect and operate normally in
parallel with any Neighboring Entity

(emphasis supplied). It seems quite clear that PGaE has

unreasonably refused to interconnect and operate normally in

parallel with NCPA. Indeed, PGGE's own filings with the

California Energy Commission indicate that, in the absence of

Diablo Canyon and Helms Creek this coming summer, the area reserve

margin will be 189 megawatts, which assumes the operation in the

control area of NCPA's Shell No. 2 110 NW geothermal plant. It
may be that PGGE regards it as Good Utility Practice (defined

essentially as being PGGE's practice) to refuse to interconnect

with NCPA in such circumstances, but it is hardly good utility
practice recognized anywhere else in the country.

1

Section III.A provides that no party to an

interconnection agreement, shall be required to provide a greater

reserve percentage than Applicant's planned reserve percentage,

with exceptions not, relevant here., PGaE has now confirmed that
tI
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the reserve percentage it would have NCPA be required to meet is

in excess of its planned reserve as a result of its insistence

that NCPA meet the reserve percentage that PGaE would have to

carry if it operated isolated, while PGaE simply plans for the

reserve percentage it mus't carry operating interconnected with

Southern California Edison and the Northwest.

Section V of the Commitments provides that if PGaE has

on file with the FERC agreements for rate schedules providing for
the sale and purchase of short term capacity and energy, or other

kinds of capacity and energy, it "shall, on a fair and equitable

basis, enter into like or similar agreements with any Neighboring

Entity, when such forms of capacity and energy are available

(emphasis supplied). ...." NCPA has noted to PGaE that'GaE is a

party to a number of interconnection and pooling arrangements with

others and that NCPA believes it is obligated to provide similar
services to NCPA. PGaE has carefully avoided responding to these

inquiries.
Section VX of the Commitments provides that:

II

"Upon request, Applicant shall offer to
sell firm, full or partial requirements
power ... to an interconnected
Nei'ghboring Entity under a contract with
reasonable, terms and conditions

(emphasis supplied).
Section VIX.A of the Commitments provides that:





"Applicant shall transmit power pursuant
to interconnection agreements, with
provisions which are appropriate to the
requested transaction and which are
consistent with these license conditions.
Except as listed below, such service
shall be rovided

(emphasis supplied). None of the exceptions to this Commitment

would affect PGGE's obligation to provide transmission services

from the Geysers.

Section VIIeD provides that:
"Rate Schedules and agreements for
transmission services provided under this
Section shall be filed by Applicant with
the regulatory agency having jurisdiction
over such rates and agreements."

(emphasis supplied). It would be reasonable to assume that the

filing requirement also meant that disputes would be resolved

before the FERC. This is confirmed in Section IX.A, which

provides that:
"All rates, charges, terms and ractices
are and shall be sub'ect to the

BJH'
acCencies or courts havrn 'urisdictron
over them." (emphasis supplied) .

In these circumstances, PGaE's view of its obligations

under its License Commitments seem to NCPA to border on the

frivolous. When the general law of contracts and precedents

dealing with license conditions are examined, however, PGaE's

position that it may choose to ignore its license conditions and

refuse to provide services thereunder under any conditions not

totally satisfactory to it appears to us to be an example of
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simple bad faith, and extraordinary disinterest and disregard for

any good faith obligations it may have to this Agency.

PGGE's special status as a licensee to use a scarce

public resource requires that it be held to high standards in

complying with the license conditions of the Stanislaus

Commitments. PGaE may not claim, as it has, that the Commitments

do not obligate it to do anything until NCPA agrees to an

Interconnection "Agreement" that is completely satisfactory to
f

I

PG&E. As 'is discussed above, the most recent agreement PGaE has

indicated meets with its satisfaction contains prejudicial and
d

anticompetitive conditions, including a provision through which
w

PGaE seeks to avoid a careful 'review of the proposed
ll

Interconnection Agreement by the Federal En~~gy Regulatory

Commission ("FERC" ) . 1/ PGaE cannot,, refuse to fulfill its
obligation to provide service to NCPA under the Stanislaus

Commitments because NCPA will not sign an Interconnection

Agreement with such prejudicial and anticompetitive provisions.

NCPA has justifiably relied on PG&E's representations that it
would transmit power for NCPA from its Geysers projects, on a

reasonable basis pursuant to the Stanislaus Commitments. In

reliance on PGGE's representations that it would interconnect with

NCPA on reasonable terms, NCPA has gone forward with and has now

1 See the NCPA Response to PGGE dated October 29, 1982,
previously furnished to you. In particular, section 9.11 of
PGGE's draft Interconnection Agreement of September 23, 1982/
requires NCPA to give up its right to raise issues regarding the
justness and reasonableness of any provision of the agreements
other than rates before the FERC.
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completed construction of NCPA's Geothermal Unit No. 2 at the

Geysers. That plant is substantially ready to begin commercial

service. The availability of that Unit for commercial services is

currently being delayed solely because of PGGE's refusal to serve

NCPA on a reasonable basis pursuant to the Stanislaus Commitments.

In this instance, PGGE's obligations under the Commitments

require, at a minimum, that PGaE file an Interconnection Agreement

PGGE deems satisfactory and can in good faith assert to be in

compliance with the Commitments with the FERC and begin service to

NCPA immediately, subject to review of the justness and

reasonableness of the Agreement by that Commission. As is stated

earlier, NCPA has on numerous occasions requested that PGaE do so,

and PGaE has flatly refused. PGGE is therefore in violation of

its special obligation to abide by the terms of its license to

utilize a public resource.

NCPA believes that PGGE's current claim that it need not

fulfillits obligations under the Commitments unless NCPA signs an

Interconnection Agreement that is completely satisfactory to PGaE

conflicts with PGSE's earlier acknowledgements that the Stanislaus

Commitments are binding and obligate PGaE to provide the services

described therein upon request by a Neighboring Entity. For

example, in its First Post-Hearing Brief to the FERC in Docket

No. E-7777(II), PGGE acknowledged, at page 35, that:
The Stanislaus Commitments provide
transmission and coordination services
generally to any utility whose principal
operations are in northern and central
California....
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Services under the Commitments include
interconnection arrangements; reserve
sharing; sales of reserve capacity
and maintenance capacity and energy
by PGaE ... [and] transmission
obligations including construction of
additional transmission capacity as
needed....

PGaE has specifically acknowledged in Docket No. E-7777 that
services to back up NCPA's proposed generation must be provided

under the Stanislaus Commitments. PGGE states, at page 36 of the

same brief, that:

Apart from the specific contracts, it is
beyond doubt that the support services
to back NCPA's proposed generation are
adequately provided for in the Stanislaus
Commitments. (Gerber, CH-1221; Hill,
CH-709/48-51 and CH-7106-7107; cf. Ex.
4193; Ex. 4500 at 41).

PGaE also acknowledged its enforceable duty under the Commitments

"to cooperate reasonably with NCPA" in providing service requested

pursuant to the Commitments . Id . at 33.

In its Second Post-Hearing Brief in the FERC licensing
proceeding for'he Helms and Pit Hydroelectric Projects (Project
Nos. 2735 and 1988 and Project No. 233) PGaE quoted, at page 107,

,its witness, Nr. Daines, as summarizing PGGE's view of its
obligation under the Commitments to interconnect with and transmit
power for NCPA:

Nr. Daines: Q.

A.

Please describe the use of the
Stanislaus Commitments in
negotiating with the NCPA for'n interconnect'ion agreement.

'ince NCPA qualifies as a
"neighboring entity," there was
no question but that we wouldoffer services to NCPA on terms
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1/

,l

Q.

at least as favorable as those
set forth in the Commitments,
and we did so. We applied the
Commitments with the
negotiating objective of
reaching an agreement with NCPA
that was acceptable to both
sides'"

II

Mr. Daines, I am correct, am I
not, that PGandE is willing as
a matter of policy to transmit
power between NCPA and Cities?

I

,A. les, as a matter of policy we
would.'e stated that in the
Commitments that we would.

In its Second-Post Hearing Brief in Docket No. E-7777,

PGGE expressly acknowledged its agreement, independent of the

Commitments, to wheel power for NCPA from the Geysers. PGaE

stated, at page 294 of that brief:
As NCPA plans for a Geysers project began
to take shape, PGGE early in 1974 agreed
to wheel power from an NCPA project at
the Geysers and to provide support
services. (Ex. 4197; Ex. 4222)

Finally, PGGE's briefs in those FERC proceedings

acknowledge PGaE's recognition of the NRC's authority to enforce

the Commitments. See Third Post-Hearing Brief of PGaE, FERC

Docket No. E-7777(II) at 87. PGGE's current refusal to file an

interconnection agreement for services to NCPA is irreconcilable
with the Company's repeated statements concerning the binding

nature of the Commitments and its obligation and agreement to

serve NCPA pursuant to those Commitments.





The seriousness of PG&E's violation of its special

obligations under the Diablo Canyon license conditions is under-

scored by the observation that even if the license were viewed

simply as a contract between private partiesg PG&E's actions would

be in breach of that contract;

If, as PG&E claims, the existence of an Interconnection
Agreement is a condition precedent of its duty to transmit power

(or to perform any other act) pursuant to the Stanislaus
Commitments, then PG&E is under a duty to refrain from any acts

which would preclude or hinder the formation of such an agreement.

Indeed, as a purely contractual matter, PG&E's duty to act in good

faith requires that PG&E do everything in its power to effectuate
l

such an agreement, including accepting NCPA's suggestion that PG&E

file any agreement PG&E deems acceptable and commence service
under its terms, subject to review of the agreement by the PERC.

Two related principles of contract law establish this
duty and support the view that PG&E's refusal to enter into an

Interconnection Agreement to provide NCPA with the necessary

services, including transmission service, from NCPA's Geothermal

Unit No. 2 and other NCPA units (except on the unreasonable terms

discussed, previously) is a breach of the Stanislaus Commitments.

These principles are stated succinctly in the Restatement (Second)

of Contracts 55205 and 245 (1981).

Section 205 of the Restatement provides that:

1
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Every contract imposes upon a party a duty
of good faith and fair dealing in its
performance and its enforcement. [1/]
Section 245 of the Restatement of Contracts sets forth

a contracting party's duty of good faith as to the occurrence or

nonoccurrence of a condition precedent. The Section provides

that:

Where a party's breach by non-performance
contributes materially to the non-occurrence
of a condition of one of his duties, the non-
occurrence is excused. [2/]
Comment a regarding Section 245 makes the inter-

relationship between Sections 205 and 245 of the Restatement

clear. It states:

Where a duty of one party is subject to the
occurrence of a condition, the additional duty of
good faith and fair dealing imposed on him under
5205 may require some co'operation on his part,
either by refraining from conduct that will prevent
or hinder the occurrence oi that condition ~or b
takin affirmative ste s to cause its occurrence.
Under $ 235(2), nonperformance of that duty when
performance is due is a br'each.

[1/] See also, Corbin on Contracts, 654A (1982 Supp.).

[2/] See also Corbin on Contracts g gl49 (1960) g /f570 g 654D(C)
(1982 Supp.); Nilliston, The Law of Contracts, 5<677, 677(A),
51296 (1968). Section 1296 of Williston emphasizes that:

"A contracting party impliedly obligates himself to
cooperate in the performance of his contract and the lawwill not permit him to take advantage of an obstacle to
performance which he had created or which it lies within
his ower to remove."

(citing Gulf, M. a O. R. Co. v. Illinois Central R. Co., 128
F. Supp. 311 (M.D. Ala. 1954), aff'd, 225 F.2d 816 (5th Cir.
1955), cert. denied, 350 U.S. 932 (1956) (emphasis supplied).
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(emphasis added). 1/
PGaE's duty to perform in good faith under the Stanis-

laus Commitments is an express one with regard to interconnection

agreements. The existence of PGaE's duty to act in good faith
under the Stanislaus Commitments is further illustrated by the

November 10, 1976 letter from Joseph Saunders, Chief, Public

, Counsel and Leglsiative Section, Antitrust Division, United States

Department of Justice, to Robert McDiarmid. In that letter, Mr.

Saunders states, at 2:

We would begin, however, with the general
comment that the usefulness of bulk power supply
policy commitments such as these must depend at
least in part on the good faith of the license
applicant in making the commitments no matter
what specific language is used. In this case,
we have no reason to believe that PGaE acted
other than in good faith in undertaking these
policies or that it will act otherwise in
implementin them

(emphasis added). Mr. Saunders also indicates that the

Department's statements regarding the Commitments that are

contained in that letter were discussed with PGGE, and PGGE

affirmed that those statements accurately reflect PGaE's

understanding of its obligations under the Commitments. 2/ Thus,

2/

Section 235(2) of the Restatement provides:
(2) When performance of a duty under a contract is due

any non-performance is a breach.

Specifically, Mr. Saunders states at page 2 of that letter:
We have discussed these responses with PGaE and PGaE has
advised us that they accurately reflect its understand-
ing of the Statement of the Commitments as well.
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PGaE once at least claimed to be cognizant of its duty to act in
good faith in responding to requests made under the Commitments ~

NCPA has reasonably relied on PGaE's expressions that it
would cooperate with NCPA and not unreasonably refuse to provide

interconnection and transmission services pursuant to the

Commitments in going forward with the construction of NCPA's

Geothermal Unit No. 2 at the Geysers. PG&E's continuing refusal
to provide service is especially onerous now that the NCPA's

Geothermal Unit No. 2 is ready for commercial operation and each

delay in the commercial availability of the plant causes financial
hardship to NCPA as well as to its individual members. PGSE's

attempt to use its monopoly control over transmission services to
the Geysers to exact NCPA's agreement to unreasonable contract
provisions is a clear violation of its duty to perform in good

I

faith under the Commitments. It is well established that:
, [0] nce contractual dealings have begun, it is
considered a breach of the obligation of goodfaith for a contracting party to take
advantage of the reliance which it generated
to extort more than it led the other to
believe would be required; otherwise the
contracting party would be permitted to take

.advantage of its own wrong.

Corbin on Contracts, 5654 F.(A) (1982 Supp.).

The duty of.;a contracting party to take affirmative
action to assure the occurrence of a condition precedent is

j

especially great where the occurrence of that condition is within
the control of the party whose performance it triggers. Three

types of contracts in which the condition precedent is typically
within the control of one party are:
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(1) contracts conditioned upon the satisfaction of one party;
(2) contracts conditioned upon the approval of a third party; and

(3) contracts conditioned upon the conclusion of another related
contract by one party. 1/ Obviously, the latter category of cases

is relevant to PG&E's view of its obligations under the Stanislaus

Commitments .

One such case is Entin v. Cit of Bristol, 368 F.2d 695

(2d Cir. 1966). In its decision in that case, the Second Circuit
emphasizes that a party who can control the occurrence of a

condition precedent must take whatever affirmative steps are

necessary to ensure its occurrence, including initiating court

proceedings. Plaintiffs there appealed from a judgment denying

specific performance of a contract entered into between them and

the Bristol Redevelopment Agency for the sale of certain
properties. That contract was contingent upon the receipt by the

Agency of a loan from the Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency

("HHFA"). The loan was'pproved by the HHFA but, for reasons not

entirely clear from the opinion, the HHFA subsequently refused to
1

pay over the money to the Agency. The Second Circuit reversed the

district court's dismissal of the action and remanded the case for
trial. The Second Circuit held that the land purchase contract
was conditioned upon the availability of necessary funds from a

1/ See generally, Burton, Breach of Contract and the Common Law
Duty to Perform in Good Faith, 90 Harv. L. Rev. 369, 401-402
(1980).
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loan through HHFA and that the Redevelopment Agency was under a

duty to make a diligent effort to secure the funds. 368 F.2d at

701. The Court found that the HHFA's refusal to turn over the

loan funds to the Redevelopment Agency, the nonoccurrence of the

condition, did not release the Agency from its duty to perform

under the contract, noting that:

Where, as here, the funds had become available
and the borrower (the Agency) had a right to the
proceeds, the dut extends to the use of court
proceedin s, if necessar

Id. (emphasis added).

A contracting party's duty to take affirmative action to

bring about the occurrence of a condition precedent that is within

its control is also illustrated in Moore v. Scott Stamp a Coin

Co., 178 F.2d 3 (2d Cir. 1949). There the court held a buyer

liable to pay on a contract for goods, despite the fact that it
had never received the goods. The goods involved were Chinese

postage stamps which were held up by customs officials who

informed the buyer on March 28, 1944 that the stamps would be

retained until the end of the war, but would be released to the

buyer at that time. The buyer contacted the seller and informed

him that the buyer would tender payment after the stamps were

released. The buyer did nothing to obtain the stamps after it was

notified by customs officials that they were available for

release. The court stated:
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The buyer's promise to pay "as soon as the
merchandise is released to us and in our possession"
was a condition which could only be performed byit, and it cannot escape its own obligation by
failure to perform the condition. 2/

2/ Williston, Contracts, 3rd Ed. 55677, 1293A;
A.L.I. Restatement, Contracts 5295.

It should be noted that the duty of a party to a

contract to perform in good faith and to cooperate in bringing

about the occurrence of a condition precedent to his duty to
I

perform is well established in California. The state court's

opinion in the recent case of Jacobs v. Freeman, 104 C.A. 3d 177

(1980), summarizes the relevant principle of California's common

law of contracts.,', Specifically, the opinion states that:
"[in] every contract there is an implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing that
neither party will do anything which injures
the right of the other to receive the benefits
of the agreement." (Brown v. Su erior Court,
(1949) 34 Cal.2d 559, 564 [212 P.2d 878],
quoted with approval in Nur h v. Allstate
Ins. Co. (1976) 17 Cal.3d 937, 940 [132 Cal.
Rptr. 424, 553 (P.2d 584]; see also School-
craft v. Ross (1978) 81 Cal. App. 3d 75, 80
[146 Cal. Rptr. 57]; 1 Witkan, Summary of Cal.
Law (8th ed. 1973) Contracts, 5576, p. 493; 3
Corbin on Contracts (1960) 5571, p. 349 et
seq.; Comment (1975) 22 UCLA L. Rev. 847,
951.) The im lied covenant im oses u on the
parties an obli ation to do ever thing the
contract resu oses t e wx o to accom lishits p~ur ose.

(emphasis added).

As we have already noted, it is within PGaE's power to

comply with the Stanislaus Commitments by honoring NCPA's request

that PGaE file an Interconnection Agreement with the FERC, and
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begin service thereunder immediately, subject to review by that

Commission of the justness and reasonableness of the agreement.

There is no excuse for PG&E's refusal to do so. The NRC should

therefore order PGGE to do so, or begin proceedings to revoke its
Diablo Canyon license for violations of the license conditions.

The same principle. of contract law applied in ~Cit of

Bristol, Moore, and Jacobs requires that where a contracting

party's performance is contingent upon the party's agreement on

certain specifics, that party cannot escape its duty to perform by

refusing or failing to agree.

In Armstron v. Southern Production Co., 182 F.2d 238

(5th Cir. 1950), a case involving a contract dealing with the

leasing and development of land for oil and gas, the court

expressly held that where the parties'greement on a specific

matter was required before one party was obligated to perform,

that party could not avoid its duty to perform simply by refusing

to agree. The contract involved provided that drilling operations

would not commence until each party delivered into escrow one-half

of the agreed estimated cost of drilling and completing the well.

The court found that this provision was not simply an

unenforceable agreement to agree, but was definite and binding.

The Court stated that "[d]efendants could not, by failing and

refusing to participate in making and agreeing on the estimate,

render the agreement indefinite and unenforceable." 182 F.2d at

242 (footnotes omitted).
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Similarly, in Norris v. Ballard, 16 F.2d 175 (D.C. Cir.

1926) the court ordered specific performance of a contract for the

sale of land for "$18,000 on terms to be agreed upon." 16 F.2d at

175). The court found that:
The agreement of the defendant, under the

circumstances, to accept the agreed purchase
price "on terms to be agreed upon," was in
good conscience a stipulation that he would in
fact agree with plaintiff upon reasonable
terms of payment, and would not arbitrarily
refuse to proceed with the sale.

Id. at 176 ~

It is equally clear under the law of contracts that

where one party is the cause of a failure of performance by the

other party, he cannot escape from the performance of his own

obligations. This principle is succinctly stated in the opinion

of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in

Ammerman v. Miller, 488 F.2d 1285 (D.C. Cir. 1973)

It is well established as a principle of
fundamental justice that if a promisor prevents
or hinders the occurrence or fulfillment of a
condition in a contract, and the condition would
have occurred or would have been fulfilled except
for such hindrance or prevention on the part of
the promisor, then the performance of the
condition is excused and the liability of the *

promisor is fixed regardless of failure tofulfillthe condition.
A

488 F.2d at 1294"(quoting Coastal Oil Co. v. Eastern Tankers

R. A. LUeaver a Assoc., Inc. v. Haas 6 Ha nie Cor ., 663 F.2d 168,

176-77 (D.C. Cir. 1980); Rainier v. Cham ion Container Com an
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294 P.2d 96, 103 (3d Cir. 1961); and Investors Thrift Cor . v.

Hunt, 387 F. Supp. 517, 525 (W.D. Ark. 1974), af f 'd, 511 F. 2d 1161

(8th Cir. 1975).

Thus, PGaE cannot avoid its obligation to serve NCPA

under the Stanislaus Commitments by offering NCPA an unreasonable

agreement and then claiming that NCPA's failure to accept all of

the terms of that agreement frees PGaE from its duty to perform.

PGGE's refusal to file an Interconnection Agreement with the PERC,

subject to review, is a violation of its nuclear plant license

conditions. This Commission should therefore enforce those

conditions and order PG&E to file such an agreement.
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